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Introduction: Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma (NHL) represents approximately 7% of those of
cancers in children under 20 years of age. Lymphomas are rare in babies (≤1 percent), being
characterized by a poor prognosis for that age. Clinical case: We report the case of an 8month-old female infant referred from a Regional Naval Hospital to the Pediatric Oncology
Service of the Naval General Hospital of High Specialty with a diagnosis of granuloma in
the left iliac fossa probable. Small cell lymphoma in a report lesion biopsy. Complete
surgical resection of the lesion was performed with definitive histopathological report NonHodgkin's diffuse Large B-cell lymphoma of the marginal zone (CD20 +, MUM1 +, BCL2
+, CD43 +, CD130 + FOCAL, LAMBDA + FOCAL, KI67 in stage IV by infiltration to
medulla This is treated with LMB 96 scheme, currently under surveillance. Discussion:
NHL is rare in pediatric patients under 1 year of age with an incidence of less than 1%. In a
retrospective review, the outcome for infants was more precarious compared to older
patients with NHL The treatment is aimed at staging with either BFM or FAB / LMB
system. Conclusion: Diffuse Large B Cell LNH is within the neoplasms with a good
prognosis in patients of the second decade of life. life, being the opposite for those below it
and even worse for those under the age of 1. It is of vital importance to establish an
adequate classification to establish a treatment. timely with the use of new therapies as well
as immunohistochemical markers that lead us to guarantee a greater survival without
complications for pediatric patients with this disease.
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Introduction

gastrointestinal tract (totally excised) with regional
lymphnode involvement, or without this.

Non-Hodgkin Lymphomas (NHL) are malignant
diseases which originate from cells belonging to the
immune system, specifically lymphoid cells.

Childhood Stage III Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma

Epidemiology
Lymphoma (Hodgkin's lymphoma and NHL) is the
third most common malignant childhood malignancy
and, in high-income countries, NHL accounts for
approximately 7% of cancers in children under 20
years of age.1,2
Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma is a mature B-cell
neoplasm representing 10 to 20% of childhood NHL1.
It is very rare in infants (1% in BFM trials from 1986
to 2002) 3 and accounts for approximately 4% of
neoplasms in children aged 1 to 4 years, there is a
male predominance, and whites are more commonly
affected than African-Americans.4
Classification
Staging of St. Jude Children's Research Hospital
(Murphy) 5
Stage I childhood non-Hodgkin lymphoma
There is a single tumor or a single committed
lymphnode area, with the exception of the abdomen
and mediastinum.
Stage II childhood non-Hodgkin lymphoma
The disease is circumscribed to a single tumor with
regional lymphnode involvement, two or more tumors
or nodal areas are affected on one side of the
diaphragm or there is a primary tumor in the

There are tumors or areas of involved lymphnodes on
both sides of the diaphragm. It also includes any
primary intrathoracic disease (mediastinal, pleural
orthymic), extensive primary intraabdominal disease
or any paraspinal or epidural tumor.
Stage IV childhood non-Hodgkin lymphoma
There are tumors that affect the bone marrow or the
CNS, independently of the commitment in other sites.
Bone marrow involvement was defined as 5% of
malignant cells in a bone marrow without other
abnormalities, with normal peripheral blood count and
smears. In general, patients with lymphoblastic
lymphoma who have more than 25% malignant cells
in the bone marrow are considered to have leukemia
and can receive adequate treatment in clinical trials of
leukemia

Clinical Case:
Female breastfeeding patient who has a maternal
grandmother with lymphoma under surveillance; they
live in the countryside, they cook with firewood; He
began his illness 6 weeks before admission to this
hospital, with the appearance of a nodule in the left
inguinal region of a reddish color of approximately 2 x
1 cm. He was treated as an infectious process first
because he had a difficult control fever, but he did not
respond to antimicrobial treatment, increasing in size,
reason for which ultrasound is performed, which
reports "granuloma" and a biopsy is decided which
reports probable small cell lymphoma; being referred
to this hospital.

Fig.1 Image at the abdominal levelshowingthelesionwithedgesdefinedumbilicatedviolaceousappearancebytaking a
biopsy of approximately 5 x 3 x 2 cm.
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Physical examination revealed active and reactive
female, adequate tegumentary coloration, cylindrical
neck without the presence of palpable adenopathies,
thorax with symmetrical ventilatory movements
without aggregates, heart sounds of adequate intensity
and frequency of soft abdomen with no evidence of
peritoneal irritation at pit level left iliac presents
nodular dermatosis with violaceous surface not fixed
to deep planes, indurated consistency well-defined
edges (Fig. 1) , limbs without alterations; has
laboratory studies with LDH 293 IU / L USG of the
lesion is performed, which report anovoid image of
partially defined, irregular edges in skin and
subcutaneous cellular tissue without exceeding
muscular fascia with minimal vascularity; Skindependent tumor TAC of 4.8 x 3 x 1.6 cm (Fig.2)
thatinfiltratessubcutaneouscellulartissuewithoutinfiltra
tingmuscle fascia 10x3mm satellite lesion with 3

lymphnodes suspected of infiltration; Complete
surgical resection is performed (Figure 3) as well as a
biopsy which reports a lymphoid neoplastic lesion
involving the superficial and deep dermis as well as
subcutaneous cellular tissue composed of small and
medium lymphocytes, with scarce cytoplasm and oval
nucleus with lumpychromatin, atypical mitosis and
necrotic center., the report of immunohistochemistry
(CD20
+,
MUM1
+,
BCL2+,
CD43+,
CD130+FOCAL, LAMBDA + FOCAL, KI67
+,Diffuse Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma of Large Cells B
withdefinitivereportisperformedbonemarrowaspiratew
hichisreportedwith B-cell NHL infiltration (Figures 4
and 5); it was decided to start treatment with
chemotherapy LMB 96 protocol after completing
treatment, AMO and PL control were carried out,
which are reported without infiltration data initiating
their surveillance.

Fig.2 Tomography image in axial section in simple phase where an ovoid image of 4.8 x 3 x 1.6 cm is observed,
dependent on skin and with infiltration to subcutaneous cellular tissue.

Fig.3 Complete surgical resection of the lesion at the level of the left iliacfossa.
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1986 to 2002) .3 In a retrospective review, the
outcome for infants was more precarious compared to
older patients with NHL seems to be worse in
pediatric patients with diffuse large B-cell lymphoma
and chromosomal rearrangement of MYC (8q24).8

Discussion
Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma Between 1975 and 2010,
childhood cáncer mortality decreased by more than
50% .6,7For non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL), the 5year survival rate increased during the same period
from 45 to 87% in children under 15 years of age and
from 48 to 82% in adolescents aged 15 to 19 years.
NHL is very rare in infants (1% in the BFM trials from

Like Burkitt's lymphoma or leukemia or similar to the
Burkitt type, current treatment strategies are based on
risk classification.

Fig. 4 Histological section of the lesión where A is observed. – The respected dermoepidermal junction, B). - In the
panoramic view (10x) the large cell lymphoid neoplasm and diffuse growth pattern is seen, C) .- There is atypia and
apototic bodies that reflect

Fig.5 Immunohistochemical staining showing positivity for B lymphoid markers, PAX5 (A), CD10 (B), as well as
expression of CD43 (C) and Ki67 that reflects a high proliferation index (D).

Conclusion
The diffuse LNH of mature B cells is of the neoplasms
with lower incidence in the pediatric population
younger than 5 years, with a worse prognosis in
comparison with adolescents and adults, being of vital
importance an early diagnosis with effective staging to
offer a greater survival to the patients with this
pathology.
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